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Abstract: This paper presents a novel modular voltage control algorithm for optimal scheduling of a
distribution system’s load tap changers to minimize the number of tap changes while maintaining a
voltage deviation (VD) around a desired target. To this end, a bi-objective optimal voltage regulation
(OVR) problem is addressed in two distinct stages. First, the operational constraint on the load tap
changer is removed to form a single-objective OVR problem relating to the voltage. The solution
obtained in this stage is ultimately utilized to determine the penalty value assigned to the distance
from the optimal (solely in terms of voltage) control value. In the second stage, the optimal scheduling
problem is formulated as a minimum-cost-path problem, which can be efficiently solved via dynamic
programming. This approach allows the identification of optimal scheduling that considers both the
voltage-related objective as well as the number of load tap changer switching operations with no
added computational burden beyond that of a simple voltage optimization problem. The method
imposes no restriction on the load tap changer’s operation and is tested under two different target
functions on the standard IEEE-123 test case. The first attains a nominal voltage with a 0.056 p.u.
voltage deviation and the second is the well-known conservation voltage reduction (CVR) case with a
0.17 p.u. voltage deviation. The method is compared to an evolutionary-based algorithm and shows
significant improvement in the voltage deviation by a factor of 3.5 as well as a computation time
acceleration of two orders of magnitude. The paper demonstrates the effectiveness and potential of
the proposed method as a key feature in future cutting-edge OVR methods.

Keywords: optimal voltage regulation; load tap changer scheduling; distribution systems; dynamic
programming; minimum-cost-path algorithm

1. Introduction

Traditionally, voltage control in distribution systems has been performed with capaci-
tors and load tap changers at the transformers. This control has been performed by either
fixed capacitance and occasional load tap changer adjustments or by remotely switching
capacitors and adjusting the load tap changers due to power quality measures such as
over-voltage or under-voltage alerts [1,2]. In recent years, distribution systems have under-
gone major changes in two aspects [3]: First, the characteristics of the edge devices have
changed due to the penetration of renewable energy alongside smart inverters. Second,
there have been advances in measuring and controlling devices in distribution systems,
such as capacitors with variable stages and smart meters. Grids with these new smart
devices and new measuring and controlling capabilities are often referred to as smart
grids. These new systems require much more complex OVR algorithms [4] in order to first
maintain the nodal voltages within the grid code limits but also to follow other operational
criteria, such as the minimization of voltage deviations on nodes or optimization of the
voltage profile.
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The outcome of OVR algorithms is usually control signals to the various OVR assets
(smart inverters, capacitors, load tap changers). One very important constraint that has to
be taken into consideration is the maintenance requirements of load tap changers. Being an
electro-mechanical device, a tap changer suffers from mechanical degradation due to sparks
that occur every time that there is a tap change [5]. Therefore, these devices should be
operated with special care to prolong their life time and maintenance intervals. This implies
that any OVR algorithm must consider a limit to the number of load tap changer’s changes
during a period of time. In addition, a limit on the number of tap level changes in a single
operation should be taken into account. Finding the optimal control signals for the various
OVR assets is a nonconvex, nonlinear programming problem, considering the nonlinear
power flow constraints that are used to find the optimal set of control commands with
regards to a certain objective functions [6]. These constraints are physical and operational
and are imposed by the equipment limitations and normal operation requirements. As the
possible values of the control variables are discrete in nature (i.e., tap level and capacitor
bank switched on or off), OVR can be represented, more specifically, as a mixed integer non-
linear programming (MINLP) problem. MINLP problems are NP-hard; that is, in general,
a polynomial-time algorithm for solving them is not known. This is in contrast to linear
programming, which can be solved in polynomial time both in theory and in practice by
primal-dual interior-point methods, as has been utilized specifically for OVR [7]. There are
special cases of MINLP that can be relaxed into nonlinear programming; namely, the dis-
crete variables are treated as continuous variables during the solution process. The OVR
problem is such a case and is commonly transformed into a nonlinear programming prob-
lem via relaxation, for which several solution approaches exist, as elaborated on below.
Other solution methods to the OVR problem include the generalized reduced gradient
method, successive quadratic programming, the Newton method, P-Q decomposition,
the interior-point method, the genetic algorithm and evolutionary programming [8].

The restriction on the number of load tap changer operations imposes several chal-
lenges. The upper limit of the allowed number of switching operations is set for a certain
time period, commonly for 24 h. This limit imposes dependency between the system’s
operation in the different time samples throughout the day, such that the solution for every
time sample depends on the accumulated solutions for all other time samples. This imposes
a heavy computational burden, as this constraint can be confirmed only once the entire
interval has been considered.

As a result of the abovementioned constraints, there is a need to simplify the problem.
In general, the available methodologies can be classified into two types: methods in which
the solution space is restricted and methods that simplify the daily time-varying load
model. The simplification of the load model is based on the fact that a 24 h time period
is characterized by several load levels. These load levels can be used as a heuristic to
determine the time periods in which the load tap changer tap position remains constant.

The genetic algorithm as well as pattern search evolutionary-based algorithms are
implemented on IEEE-34 and IEEE-123 test cases and demonstrate all-day coordinated
optimal scheduling of the reactive power of photovoltaic (PV) inverters, on-load tap chang-
ers and shunt capacitors in distribution grids with PV penetration [9]. Another genetic
algorithm implementation is presented in [10] and utilized for a load tap changer and
switched shunt capacitors with optimal scheduling in grids with electric vehicles and
charging stations. A multiobjective function of minimizing power losses as well as the
number of switching operations via a mixed-integer nonlinear optimization formulation
using a particle swarm optimization algorithm is presented in [11]. Modules of evolu-
tionary and dynamic programming are incorporated into the particle swarm algorithm
to be less susceptible to becoming trapped in local optima and have a better chance of
reaching a global optimum. However, the issue of local optima cannot be avoided in
high-dimensional scenarios.

Evolutionary algorithms based on genetic concepts are robust and find near global
optimal solutions, as typically there is no theoretical guarantee of a global optimum [12].
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They belong to the class of probability-based algorithms, but they are different from random
algorithms as they combine elements of the directed search by maintaining the potential
solutions. The disadvantage of these techniques is the long processing time associated
with them, which is particularly dominant for the problem of load tap changer optimal
scheduling due to its time-coupled nature and high-dimensionality optimization problem.

An MINLP model for volt-var control optimization is presented in [13] and is based on
the steady-state operation in each time interval contained in typical scenarios of distribution
systems. The K-means clustering algorithm is used to select the scenarios, preserving
the simultaneity and chronological combination of different loads and DERs. However,
the work has several limitations, as it uses a linearized model for the steady-state solution as
well as imposing an upper bound on the number of load tap changer switching operations
instead of minimizing them.

Another possible approach for the solution of problems with imprecise linguistic
constraints is to use fuzzy (imprecise) theory. A fuzzy logic control algorithm as well
as dynamic programming were used for optimal OVR in distribution systems in [14] to
handle OVR on the substation level and the feeder level correspondingly. However, in this
implementation, there is only a constraint on the number of allowable switching operations
by the load tap changer and shunt capacitors in a single operation, rather than a limit on
the number of switching events over the tested 24 h study period, which is an obligatory
constraint for the practical use of any optimized OVR.

A mathematical model to regulate the DC bus voltage in the context of the energy
Internet is presented in [15]. There, the state equation is expressed by a class of nonlinear
stochastic differential equations with parameter uncertainties. However, in this work, only
the voltage regulation objective was addressed, whereas the operational issues were not
taken into consideration

A multiagent deep reinforcement learning algorithm to solve volt-var control opti-
mal control for voltage regulators, load tap changers and capacitors is presented in [16].
An important practical drawback of the suggested framework is its restricted capacity to
prevent violations of constraints and minimize the wear and tear caused by frequent device
switching. This limitation poses a significant barrier to the practical implementation of the
framework in real-world scenarios. Reinforcement learning is a leading method among
model-free data-driven approaches for OVR. However, the practical application of such
methods has generally not been accepted yet due to their limited interpretability.

Another approach is to partition the problem into multiple stages. A two-stage
real-time volt-var control method to mitigate fast voltage violations is presented in [17]
considering slow-response devices such as load tap changer as well as high-response
devices such as PVs. First, the optimal load tap changer operation is scheduled and then
the reactive power outputs of the PVs are controlled. Inherently, the method does not
take into account the impact of the fast-response devices in the first stage and thus cannot
guarantee optimal scheduling.

A comprehensive review of voltage optimization in PV-rich distribution systems is
outlined in [18]. The review identified two categories of existing works. First, analytical
methods, such as linear programming, enable a straightforward solution on the expense of
relaxing the original complex problem. The second category was computational intelligence
methods, out of which the most common approach is the use of genetic algorithm and
particle swarm optimization. Such methods can provide a solution to the original problem
on the expense of higher computational burden.

In this paper, a novel approach for OVR via optimal scheduling of the distribution
system’s load tap changer is presented. The solution process is decomposed into two stages,
where ultimately the problem is transformed into a minimum-cost-path problem, enabling
not only an upper bound but also minimization of the number of switching operations
by the load tap changer. Both target functions (voltage and operational) are incorporated
via penalty values integrated into the minimum-cost-path algorithm that are implemented
with dynamic programming. The theory is implemented on two OVR target functions.
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The first is the attainment of a nominal voltage at all edges and the second is CVR. These
are simulated on the standard IEEE-123 test case over a 24 h interval. Moreover, the results
of PV integrated IEEE-123 simulations are presented and compared to the results of the
state-of-the-art genetic algorithm method for the same system. These are all discussed and
analyzed thoroughly.

2. Objectives and Contributions

With the increased penetration of distributed renewable energy sources into distri-
bution systems, traditional optimization models can no longer guarantee the stable and
efficient operation of these systems. One of the implications of high PV penetration is that it
increases the need for frequent switching operations by the distribution system’s substation
transformer’s load tap changer, resulting in a reduction in the load tap changer’s lifetime
due to the high wear of this expensive electro-mechanical device. Thus, the modernization
of distribution systems and the possibility of incorporating OVR optimization methods is
dependent on the ability to enable minimization (or at least upper-bounding) of the number
of the load tap changer switching operations in order to consider the equipment’s health.
However, this operational objective might be in conflict with voltage regulation objectives,
adding complexity to an already highly complex problem considering the large number
of nonlinear power flow equations solved for voltage regulation problems. This necessity
motivates the writing of this paper, presenting a two-stage approach incorporating a novel
reduction algorithm into a minimum-cost-path problem that is implemented efficiently via
dynamic programming.

As the OVR practice requires a balance between conflicting objectives, the ultimate
goal of any optimization technique for voltage regulation is to provide the distribution
system operators with a set of possible solutions. This set provides the operator with a
clear understanding of the trade-off between the objectives, so it enables the best operation
to be selected based on the specific preferences regarding the importance of each objective
for any given scenario.

Solving many instances of this optimization problem, out of which a small subset is
selected as candidate solutions for the operator to choose from, is associated with a high
time complexity, causing conventional optimization techniques to be impractical for actual
operating conditions.

Metaheuristic techniques, which are designed to explore a wide range of potential
solutions by generating a set of candidate solutions and evaluating each under the set of
objectives, inherently assemble a set of possible solutions within a single solution process.
However, they may have slower convergence rates than traditional optimization methods
and they are not guaranteed to lead to optimal solutions, as they rely on the random search
and exploration of the solution space.

Additionally, to ensure the safe and efficient performance of distribution systems
under constantly changing operational conditions and especially under high penetration
of PV systems, it is essential for distribution system operators to receive a recommended
set of optimal solutions frequently at short intervals, which increases the computational
complexity due to the increased number of time instances for which a set of optimal
solutions must be found for each.

Moreover, most existing optimization approaches solve the OVR problem as a whole,
suffering from both the complexity stemming from the nonlinearity and the large number
of nodes involved in the power flow solution itself as well as the added complexity due
to the system’s time-coupled operational constraints, making the problem impractical for
real-time operation.

The novelty of the proposed method arises from two key features of the approach:

1. The architecture of the solution is such that the bi-conflicting-objective optimization
problem is decomposed into two parts: (1) solving the power flow optimization prob-
lem solely with regard to the voltage-related objective (while maintaining consistency
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with the grid code) and (II) solving the optimization problem associated with the
operational constraint objective while incorporating the solutions to Part I.

2. A novel reduction approach that transforms the bi-conflicting-objective optimization
problem into a minimum-cost-path problem and its solution via dynamic programming.

The proposed OVR dynamic programming-based approach’s contribution manifests
as a new accurate and fast-converging solution approach that enables real-time OVR
applications. The novel architecture is based on a reduction algorithm that transforms
the OVR into a minimum-cost-path problem. This reduction is performed due to the fact
that solving the bi-objective function can be solved by utilizing the Maximum Principle.
The Maximum Principle is a well-known fundamental concept in dynamic programming
regarding the specific way of combining the solutions to subproblems in order to determine
the optimal solution to a control problem by analyzing the behavior of the system over time.
The principle states that the maximum (or minimum) value of a function over a certain
time period is achieved at the endpoints of that time period. The Maximum Principle is
used here under a reduction algorithm that transforms the OVR scheduling into a set of
overlapping subproblems of a shorter duration. This approach obtains an efficient solution
characterized by the proposed unique transformation of the OVR problem into a two-stage
dynamic programming-based optimization procedure

3. Problem Formulation

Considering the operation of a network with n buses, power flow optimization with
a time-varying load demand can be formulated as stated in (1). In this model, there can
be a single or multiple objective functions. A typical objective function is conservation
voltage reduction (CVR) by minimizing the nodal voltages towards the lower voltage limit
as defined by the grid code while holding the power flow equations at all nodes as well
as being consistent with the grid code, which is composed of the technical specifications
defining the parameters that the network must meet to ensure safe, secure and economic
proper functioning of the electric system.

minx,u
24
∑

t=1
f (x, u)

g(x, u) = 0
h(x, u)− ≤ (x, u) ≤ h(x, u)+

(1)

where f (x, u) is a set of cost functions, x is a vector of state variables (continuous values
of voltage and power) and u is a vector of control variables, which are the independent
variables in the OVR problem. Restrictions on the state variables can be on the voltage
magnitudes or angles. Restrictions on the control variables can be on the reactive power
generation or on the transformer tap position. The equality constraints, represented by
g(x, u), typically include the power flow equations at each bus and the inequality con-
straints on x and u, bounded by h(x, u)− and h(x, u)+, typically include the physical
bounds on the state and control variables. For example, given the voltage metric for node i
as the voltage deviation:

VDi = |vi − vi,target| (2)

where vi,target = 0.95 (as an example that can change based on the limits according to the
grid code). For the conservation voltage reduction of OVR, the optimal scheduling problem
can be formulated as follows:
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min
n
∑

i=1
VDi ∀t ∈ [1 . . . 24]

V ≤ V ≤ V
T ≤ T ≤ T, T ∈ N
ft(Tt) = 0, t=1, 2, . . . , 24
Stj ≤ St, j=1, 2, . . . , l

(3)

where n is the number of nodes in the system, t = 1, 2, . . . 24 represents the 24 time instances
over the 24 h study period and V = [V1, V2, . . . , V24]

T , in which Vt is the n-dimensional
voltage vector and V, V are the voltage limits according to the grid code, whose elements
are the magnitudes of the voltage of every bus (for a system with n buses) at each time t.

T = [T1, T2, . . . , T24]
T , in which Tt is the l-dimensional tap position vector, whose

elements are the tap positions of each load tap changer at each time t, and T, T are the
minimum and maximum possible tap values according to the physical type of tap changer.

ft(Tt) = 0 represents the power flow constraint at time t, which is a quadratic equality
constraint that induces nonconvexity.

St is an l-dimensional vector, with each element representing the number of daily tap
changing operating times for each load tap changer (for a system with j = 1, 2, . . . , l load
tap changers) and St is an l-dimensional vector, with each element representing the upper
bound on the number of switching operations for each load tap changer; ∆t is the time
interval in hours and is set to 1 hour in this paper.

In (3), the second constraint (T ≤ T ≤ T) is on the value of the tap changer’s level
and the last constraint (Stj ≤ St) is the number of allowed changes per day. While holding
these constraints, the specific point in time of tap change events is also to be determined
in the optimization process, where for a single load tap changer, there are 24 chosen St
options (the binomial coefficient) for the time points at which a tap change occurs. It is
important to note that the solution to the specific switching timings is highly correlated
with the objective’s value.

4. The Proposed Algorithm

The proposed algorithm includes two stages: first, the objective function is solved with
all of the constraints, excluding the operational constraint on the number of tap changes,
namely: 

min
n
∑

i=1
VDi ∀t ∈ [1 . . . 24]

V ≤ V ≤ V
T ≤ T ≤ T, T ∈ N
ft(Tt) = 0, t = 1, 2, . . . , 24

(4)

where the set of possible solutions for the power flow problem is dictated by the grid
code and, specifically, the optimal solution (according to the objective—in this example,
the nominal voltage) for each time step in the study period is saved for use in the next stage
as candidate solutions to the optimal scheduling which are found in the second stage.

Second, the operational constraint on the load tap changer switching operation is not
only an upper bound but actually minimizes the number of tap changes over the study
period (usually for 24 h), considering that the optimal solution found in the first stage is
transformed into a minimum-cost-path problem by a reduction algorithm, where the search
space of possible tap levels (found in the first stage) over the study period is represented
via a travel matrix, M, with dimensions m× n; the number of rows, m, is the number of
time slots (usually in resolution of one hour) and equals 24; and the number of columns
n = T − T + 1 represents the possible values of the tap level. It is worth noting that the
duration of the study period can be easily adjusted, as it only affects the size of the travel
matrix and its number of rows. In this minimum-cost-path problem, the possible paths’
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starting points are all the columns in the first row that represent tap levels that are possible
in the first hour of the study period, as found in the first stage. The possible paths’ ending
points are all columns in the last row that represent the tap levels that are possible for
the last hour of the study period, as found in the first stage. The minimum-cost-path
allowed directions of the paths’ movements are down, the first-order diagonal and the
second-order diagonal up to the k-order diagonal, according to the operational constraints.
This restriction on the possible movements limits the number of levels by which the tap
is allowed to change in a single operation (as required by the operational considerations).
Each element in the travel matrix M is assigned a cost value that is proportional to the
distance from the optimal solution and each movement is assigned a cost according to
the tap change operation. All in all, traveling through the elements of the matrix has a
corresponding cost. The minimum-cost path’s objective is to find the path for which the
aggregated cost of traveling from any valid starting element to any valid ending element in
the matrix M is minimal; that is, the cost function is minimized:

f (x, u) = w1 ·VD + w2 · SNLTC (5)

where w1, w2 are the weight coefficients assigned to each objective, SNLTC is the number of
load tap changer switching operations and VD is the total nodal voltage deviation relative

to the target voltage: VD =
n
∑

i=1
VDi.

Essentially, instead of directly solving a bi-objective optimization problem with a
temporal constraint, a single objective problem is first solved with a straightforward
solution according to Equation (4) and then the bi-objective optimization procedure is
applied to the solution space that was found with the addition of the complex temporal
requirement regarding the number of switching operations of the load tap changer over
time. A flowchart of the entire process is shown in Figure 1. The physical data include the
time interval and step size of the problem, the definitions of the control variables (in this
case, the substation transformer’s load tap changer) and their possible values, as well as
any specific modifications to the power system’s definition. The OpenDSS [19] database
includes the entire power system’s definitions (including the topology, assets, consumption
and load profiles, etc.). a represents the tap level relating the solution to the optimal voltage
deviation as found in the previous time step and d refers to the control variable’s space of
values for which the power flow is calculated (as seen in the diagram, for each timestamp,
the power flow is solved for tap values that are integers from a - d to a + d). Once the
entire solution space has been solved by the OpenDSS engine for the entire study period,
the second stage of the architecture begins. The travel matrix, M, is initiated and filled
based on the Maximum Principle via a dynamic programming approach with cost values
according to the solutions found in the previous stage and the number of changes in the
control variables relating to any element in the matrix. Lastly, the bi-objective optimal
solution is found as the element with the lowest cost in the last row of the matrix M.

Thus, the algorithm enables an operating schedule to be found for the tap changer
with a minimum number of tap changes considering the optimal solution according to
the objective function. The minimum-cost path is solved via dynamic programming
implementation with complexity of O(m · n). The dynamic programming algorithm is
a powerful tool for solving multistage optimization problems, where the result is found
from a predefined search space based on the formulated objective and constraints. Its
effectiveness manifests for time-coupled problems, where the objective is to find a sequence
of inter-related decisions, such as the problem of the optimal scheduling of distribution
systems’ load tap changers under the equipment’s operational constraints.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm.

5. OVR by the Minimum-Cost-Path Formulation

Prior to the creation of the travel matrix M, the following preliminary steps are
performed as follows: First, a matrix representing the possible tap values according to the
grid code is created. This matrix is denoted as P and has the same dimensions as matrix M,
where all its elements are initialized to infinity. In each row (representing a point in time),
all columns (that is, all tap levels) that are possible according to the grid code (as found in
the first stage described in Equation (4)), are modified to zero. An illustration of P is shown
in Figure 2. The infinity values in matrix P guarantee that the minimum-cost path excludes
all tap level values that are not possible according to the grid code at all times.

Second, a distance matrix, D, is defined. In this matrix, each element in each row
(representing a point in time) is the Euclidean distance of the column value (representing
the tap level) from the optimal tap level of the relevant point in time (found in the first
stage, as described in Equation (4)). Figure 3 is an illustration of D. It has 24 possible
tap positions. In Figure 3, an example of part of the matrix with columns 12–19 out of
33 columns is presented. The considered tap changer has 33 positions and therefore column
15 is the middle representative position 0, 16 is +1, 15 is the −1 tap position and so on.

Third, a combined matrix, E, is created, This matrix is an element-wise weighted sum
of the P and D matrices, where each element of E is calculated as follows:

Ei,j = Pi,j + α · Di,j = Pi,j + α · |Ti − Topt
i | =

= Pi,j + α · |j− Topt
i |

(6)

for i ∈ [1, 2, . . . , n], j ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m] and α is a coefficient for the penalty relative to the
distance from the optimal tap position under no load tap changer operational constraint,
as found in the first stage (the optimal solution to Equation (4)). An illustration of E is
shown in Figure 4 for α = 0.1 and β = 1. It can be seen that it combines information
from both P, in the form of infinite/finite values, and D, influencing the elements’ values,
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for example, E(0, 14) = 1 as P(0, 14) = 0, D(0, 14) = 0 and, similarly, E(0, 15) = 1.1 as
P(0, 15) = 0, D(0, 15) = 1 and E(0, 13) = In f as P(0, 13) = In f .

Figure 2. Illustration of matrix P, representing valid solutions to Equation (4) according to the
grid code.

Figure 3. Distance matrix illustration.
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Figure 4. Illustration of matrix E, holding the cost values for each pair of (time,tap) values.

Each element in the travel matrix M contains two elements: the cost of the path with
the minimum cost leading to that element and the indexes of all elements in that path.
When there are multiple paths with a minimum cost leading to that element, all of the
minimum-cost paths are examined and the chosen path is the one with minimal sum of
Euclidean distances from the optimal schedule up to that point in time (as found in the
first stage). Thus, for this case, the matrix D is incorporated such that when summing
the Euclidean distances of all elements along each candidate for the minimum-cost path,
the chosen path is the one with the minimal sum.

Travel matrix initialization. Each element in the first row in M is initialized as follows:
its cost value equals the corresponding element in E, as the cost of a single element is the
value of the element. The row and column index of each element in the first row is used as
the path record initialization, since the path leading to the first element contains only the
first element itself.

For each element in M, all legal paths leading to that element are considered. Among all
legal paths, the selected ones are those with the minimum cost, where the cost of a path
leading to an element equals the cost of the last element in the path plus a penalty in case of
a tap change. That penalty, α, is added when the last element in the path up to the previous
time step has a different column to the column of the element in the current time step. It is
possible to define a penalty which is proportional to the number of levels that the tap is
changed in a single operation. Regarding the path record, the index of each valid element
is added to the minimum-cost path leading to that element. All in all, each element in M,
starting from the second row, is as follows: Consider the minimum-cost path leading to
some tap value at time t or, correspondingly, to the element in column j and row i. In that
minimum-cost path, the row index of the last element is i− 1, as in each step the vertical
movement is always one row. Call the index of the column of the last element in that path
col − opt(i, j). The cost component of each element in M is as follows:

Cost(Mi,j) = Cost(Mi−1,col−opt(i,j)) + β · 1Ti−1 6=Ti + Ei,j

= Cost(Mi−1,col−opt(i,j)) + β · 1col−opt(i,j) 6=j + Pi,j

+ α · |j− Topt
t |

(7)
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for i ∈ [1, 2, . . . , n] and j ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m] and β is the penalty assigned for the case of a tap
change between t = i− 1 and t = i.

Each element in the last row in M contains the pair of cost and minimum-cost paths
recorded that lead to that element, considering all possible tap levels according to the grid
code for all points in time.

Among all elements in the last row of matrix M, the chosen schedule will be in
accordance with the element with the minimum cost value. Of course, there is a trade-off
between minimizing the number of tap changer operations and optimizing according to the
objective functions. This trade-off manifests through the choices of α and β coefficients: a
larger α prioritizes a minimum number of tap changes and a larger β prioritizes optimality
in terms of the objective function.

6. The Algorithm’s Computational Complexity

The two main novel features of the proposed architecture, as described in Section 2,
have dominant effects on the complexity of the solution for the OVR problem, as follows:

1. The second feature of the approach enables the optimal solution to be found relative to
the specific balance in the trade-off between the objectives in terms of the complexity
of O(n ·m), where n is the number of time samples and m is the number of possible
values for the control variable relating to the operational constraint and in particular

(a) Repeating Part II of the architecture k times corresponding to k pairs of values
defining specific trade-offs between the objectives increases the time complexity
linearly with k, such that the overall complexity is O(k · n ·m);

(b) Increasing the granularity of the solution interval increases the complexity order
linearly with respect to number of time samples.

The computational complexity of Part I of the architecture is significantly higher than
that of Part II, primarily due to the nonlinear nature and high dimensionality of the
power flow equations that correspond to a real distribution system with thousands of
nodes as well as the large search space of potential control commands that can form
a schedule for a given study period. These factors result in a heavy computational
burden, compared to which the computational complexity of Part II, that is O(n ·m),
where n and m are small, is redundant.

2. The first feature of the approach regarding the decomposition of the architecture into
two parts enables the computation of a set of optimal solutions to the bi-conflicting ob-
jectives with a significantly reduced time complexity compared to most architectures
(which are not decomposed), based on the fact that Part II is reduced here, for the first
time, to a minimum-cost-path problem that is solved with unparalleled efficiency. The
division enables Part I to be performed once and then a set of possible solutions is
attained for various balances in the trade-off by performing only Part II efficiently via
dynamic programming.

Essentially, the proposed novel approach solves the bi-objective OVR with no added
asymptotic computational burden beyond that of plain voltage optimization with no
restriction on the load tap changer’s operation.

7. Simulation Results

In this section, the simulation results of the IEEE 123-node test feeder, with a base
voltage of 4.16 kV and a base apparent power of 5 MVA, are presented and discussed for
two test cases: a nominal voltage (with a target voltage of 1 p.u.) and CVR (with a target
voltage of 0.95 p.u.). All simulations were carried out over a 24 h study period with a
1 h resolution. The substation transformer has a standard load tap changer of 33 levels
from 90% to 110%, for which the operation is constrained in the following simulations by
two aspects: (a) minimizing the number of switching events over the study period and
(b) limiting the number of switching levels in a single switching event. For each objective
function (nominal voltage and CVR), three scenarios were considered:
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1. Baseline test-no optimal control of the load tap changer which has a constant tap value
determined by Kersting [20] and all shunt capacitors connected.

2. Target function of the nominal voltage (or CVR) with no limitation on the number of
tap changer switching operations and the shunt capacitors operated by local control
with a target voltage of 0.95 p.u.

3. Bi-objective function of the nominal (or CVR) target voltage as well as minimization
of the number of load tap changer switching operations and the shunt capacitors
operated by local control with a target voltage of 0.95 p.u.

For all scenarios, excluding the baseline scenario, the optimal power flow results
under no operational constraint on the tap changer were achieved as follows: (a) as a
starting point, the tap position in the first time interval was selected as the tap position
yielding the global minimum for all possible tap positions. (b) For all other time intervals,
the search space was limited to±6 relative to the optimal tap position found in the previous
time interval, which is a reasonable operational assumption that enables a decrease in the
computational burden due to a reduction in the number of required power flow calculations.
Then, the matrix P is filled with values as detailed in Section 5, where the zero initialized
elements are all elements corresponding to the tap values in the search space (as detailed in
(a) and (b)), which are also valid according to the grid code of voltage limits (tap values for
which the power flow solution has no nodal voltage below 0.95 or above 1.05). The limit on
the allowed number switching levels in a single operation was chosen to be 5. The power
flow calculations were carried out via an OpenDSS software simulation using the python
COM interface to simulate the various states in the search space. OpenDSS is an open-
source program that solves unbalanced distribution systems via the fixed-point iteration
method [21].

7.1. Nominal Voltage

The simulation results for the three scenarios are presented in the following section,
with scenario 2 having a target voltage of 1 p.u. with no constraint on the number of load
tap changer switching operations and scenario 3 having a target voltage of 1 p.u. as well as
applying the minimum-cost path for the minimization of the number of load tap changer
switching operations. Table 1 presents the Mean V, Min V and Max V, which are the mean,
minimum and maximum per unit nodal feeder voltage values averaged over a 24 h period.
VD is the total nodal voltage deviation relative to target voltage of 1 p.u. along the feeder,
averaged over a 24 h period.

Table 1. IEEE-123 nominal voltage simulation results for a penalty coefficient of α = 0.2.

Scenario Mean V (PU) Min V (PU) Max V (PU) VD (PU)

1 1.02 0.99 1.04 0.23

2 0.99 0.96 1.02 0.054

3 0.99 0.96 1.02 0.056

The load tap changer tap positions for scenarios 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 5:
Subfigure (a) shows the load tap changer tap position for scenario 2. In order to demon-
strate the effect of the penalty coefficient, subfigure b is presented, where the blue legend
corresponds to the load tap changer tap position for scenario 3 with α = 0.2 and the
green legend corresponds to α = 0.5, where β was chosen to be 1. The values for α and
β were selected for demonstration purposes. In this example, α = 0.5 means that the
weight assigned to a tap change operation, 1, is twice the weight, 0.5, assigned to the
distance of a single tap level from the optimal tap (as β is multiplied by the distance in
the tap level related to the optimal tap). Ultimately, this value will be selected according
to the operator’s demand relating its preferences regarding the trade-off between α and
β. The results indicate that the suggested minimum-cost-path reduction formulation for
the problem of minimizing the number of load tap changer tap changes is effective and
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provides near-optimal results according to the target voltage under the limitations of the
tap operation. In addition, the results demonstrate the effect of the selection of the value of
α and show that the trade-off between the optimal voltage and the number of tap changes
can be tuned according to the operator’s demand. Overall, for α = 0.2, the number of
tap changes is 1; for α = 0.5, the number of tap changes is 2; and for the single-objective
relating only to the voltage, the number of tap changes is 5. Specifically, in the presented
example, as can be seen in Figure 5b, there is an overlap in the load tap changer’s tap
position for the different values of α: for time intervals 0−−21, where for α = 0.5, there is
a higher weighting towards the optimal solution, there is an additional tap change from
hours 21 to 22, presenting greater similarity relative to the optimal solution while having
no tap change minimization constraint, as presented in Figure 5a.
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1.1

Time [24-hour]
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(a) Unconstrained optimal tap position

0 4 8 12 16 20
Time [24-hour]

(b) Constrained optimal tap position

α = 0.2
α = 0.5

Figure 5. Optimal tap position, nominal target function: (a) without the minimum-cost-path formula-
tion for minimizing the number of tap changes and (b) with the minimum-cost-path formulation: in
blue, for α = 0.2 and in green for α = 0.5.

7.2. Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR)

Similarly, for the CVR case, the simulation results for the three scenarios are presented
in the following section, with scenario 2 having a target voltage of 0.95 p.u. and scenario
3 having a target voltage of 0.95 p.u., as well as finding the minimum-cost path for the
minimization of the number of load tap changer switching operations. Table 2 summarizes
the voltage results, where VD is the total nodal voltage deviation relative to the target
voltage, 0.95 p.u., along the feeder averaged over a 24 h period. The first scenario is,
of course, the same as in Table 1, as the baseline is the same. The load tap changer tap
positions for scenarios 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 6 in a similar manner to Figure 5.
The results indicate that the suggested minimum-cost-path reduction formulation for the
problem of minimizing the number of load tap changer tap changes is effective under the
CVR target voltage and provides near-optimal results according to the target voltage under
the limitation of the tap operation. It is also shown that the trade-off between the optimal
voltage and the number of tap changes can be tuned according to the operator’s demand.
This time, it is demonstrated for α = 0.2, 0.1. Overall, for α = 0.2, the number of tap changes
is 3; for α = 0.1, the number of tap changes is 1; and for the single-objective relating only
to the voltage, the number of tap changes is 11. In the presented example, as can be seen
in Figure 6b, there is some overlap in the load tap changer’s tap position for the different
values of α: for time intervals 4−−6 and 10−−18, where α = 0.1, which is correlated with
lower weighting towards the optimal solution, there is no tap change in time intervals 9 and
19, presenting a lower similarity relative to the optimal solution that has a no tap change
minimization constraint, as presented in Figure 6a. It can be also observed in Figure 6a that
the number of tap changes for the CVR with no constraint on the number of tap changes
is very large, emphasizing the importance of the presented algorithm for minimizing the
number of tap changes and demonstrating that practically implementing CVR optimization
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without ensuring a constraint on the number of tap changes is not feasible due to the wear
on this expensive equipment.

Table 2. IEEE-123 CVR voltage simulation results for a penalty coefficient of α = 0.2.

Scenario Mean V (PU) Min V (PU) Max V (PU) VD (PU)

1 1.02 0.99 1.04 0.23

2 0.98 0.95 1.01 0.14

3 0.98 0.95 1.00 0.17
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(a) Unconstrained optimal tap position

0 4 8 12 16 20
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(b) Constrained optimal tap position

α = 0.2
α = 0.1

Figure 6. Optimal tap position, CVR target function (a) without the minimum-cost-path formulation
for minimizing the number of tap changes and (b) with the minimum-cost-path formulation: in blue,
for α = 0.2 and in green for α = 0.1.

7.3. Comparison to State-of-the-Art Solution for a Photovoltaic Integrated Distribution
System OVR

When PV systems are connected to the DS, their power injection can cause voltage
levels to increase along the feeder. This rise in voltage can result in problems, such as
over-voltage. Therefore, the demand for an effective OVR algorithm becomes even more
important in order to ensure the stability and reliability of the distribution system in the
presence of PV generation. It is noted here that the effect of the stochastic behavior of the
PV systems was not simulated in this work, as this work provides a proof of concept for a
novel OVR algorithm, assuming that there are known values of irradiance for each time
sample based on forecasting. Here, for the sake of implementation of the algorithm, the used
irradiance profiles were taken from the suggested typical daily irradiance profiles provided
by the OpenDSS software (as they appear in the PVSystemTest.dss sample file). The focus
of this paper is the performance of the scheduling algorithm. Therefore, the PV generation
profiles and load profiles are independent inputs of the algorithm and forecasting is outside
the scope of this paper.

In order to asses the presented approach’s results for a photovoltaic integrated dis-
tribution system compared to state-of-the-art commonly used solution OVR approaches,
the work in [9] was used as a reference, as it uses EA, specifically, the genetic algorithm,
to find optimal control signals for the controllable assets in IEEE-123 for the nominal target
voltage, similarly to the simulations presented here. A few modifications to the system that
was presented in the last subsection are made here in order to present a fair comparison
with the results obtained in [9]. These modifications include:
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1. A PV plant with a capacity of 1.5 MVA was installed at bus 111 of the IEEE 123-node
system, as was performed in [9].

2. The error metric was modified to the squared nodal voltage deviation instead of using
the absolute deviation, as shown in Equation (2):

VDi = (vi − vi,target)
2, (8)

and, correspondingly, the total voltage deviation along the feeder was calculated as:

VD =
n

∑
i=1

VDi. (9)

The results for the IEEE 123 bus system with a PV integrated system are presented in
Table 3.

Table 3. Simulation results for the IEEE-123 plus PV plant nominal voltage, as defined in Equation (9),
for a penalty coefficient of α = 0.2.

Scenario Mean V (PU) Min V (PU) Max V (PU) VD (PU)

1 1.02 0.99 1.05 0.21

2 1.00 0.97 1.03 0.056

3 1.00 0.97 1.03 0.058

Comparing the results of scenario 3 (optimization of the PV-integrated system) in
both works, the mean as well as the maximum voltage along the feeder are identical,
with results of mean voltage of 1 p.u and maximum voltage of 1.03 p.u. The voltage
deviation value in accordance with Equation (9) is remarkably improved to a value of
0.058 in comparison with 0.21 in [9]. This result is an improvement by a factor of 3.6 in
the accuracy of the voltage deviation. It is important to note that this improved result
was achieved by optimal control of the substation’s transformer load tap changer solely,
whereas the reference work optimization was performed on several assets (one PV inverter,
three transformer load tap changers and four shunt capacitors). Moreover, finding the
optimal control signal requires a higher computational burden. This added computational
burden could be avoided as the same results can be achieved via a better optimization of
the substation’s load tap changer alone. It is also important to note that the reference work
did not minimize the number of load tap changer operations, rather it only upper bounded
the amount of switching. This demonstrates that the proposed algorithmic approach of
inclusion of the more complex operational objective results in better voltage deviation as
well as faster solution as elaborated on next. In terms of the time performance, the [9]
reference work was carried out on an Intel Xeon CPU X5675 server with 12 virtual cores
running at 3.06 GHz with 72 GB of RAM installed, running on Windows Server 2012 R2
and using MATLAB. The simulations performed in this work were carried out on an 11th
Generation Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-1165G7 with four cores running at 2.80 GHz with 32.0 GB
of RAM installed and using PyCharm. Comparing those two, the reference work was run
on a better machine in terms of all factors (processor, clock speed, RAM). Considering
the power flow solver, both works used a classical numeric method. However, the time
performance of the proposed algorithm is considerably better: the reference simulation’s
average calculation time for a smaller system (IEEE-34 as IEEE-123 time measures were
not included, but larger system simulations would certainly take longer) took 5472 s for
the evolutionary algorithm of the pattern search algorithm, while the average calculation
time of the genetic algorithm had a considerably poorer performance in that aspect with a
simulation time of 19,304 s. However, the simulation time of the proposed algorithm for the
IEEE-123 system took only 25.35 s. Thus, the time performance is improved by two orders
of magnitude. Overall, comparing the proposed method to the evolutionary algorithm
approach, which is a common procedure for OVR, the results, considering both the voltage
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deviation and time performance, show the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm, affirming its potential for practical implementation in real distribution systems.

8. Conclusions

This paper presented a novel modular approach for OVR via load tap changer optimal
scheduling in distribution systems to minimize the nodal voltage deviation from a target
voltage as well as the number of tap changes to prevent load tap changer wear.

The proposed method transforms the OVR problem into an assembly of two parts:
the first is the most basic core of many OVR approaches to degenerating single-objective
problems regarding the voltage only. The second part is the proposed novel reduction
algorithm that transforms the bi-conflicting-objective OVR into a minimum-cost-path
problem which can be efficiently solved via dynamic programming. The first part is used as
an interchangeable component that can be implemented via any method, on top of which
the second part adds a negligible contribution to the complexity. This is due to the fact
that the first part, regardless of the implementation method, always consists of solving the
power flow problem for different values of control variables, which typically belong to a
very large search space of possible control commands, due to the exponential growth in the
number of controllable assets.

The suggested modular formulation of the OVR problem significantly reduces the
complexity induced by the load tap changer operational aspect, which would otherwise
result in a conflicting bi-objective optimization problem that would be considerably more
computationally intensive. This is due to the time-coupled nature of simultaneously
optimizing the voltages and the scheduling of an asset whose operation drastically impact
the voltage along the feeder (on top of the complexity stemming from finding optimal
power flow solutions solely from the voltage aspect).

The suggested modular approach essentially decouples the problem in the sense
that the hypothetical outcomes of each potential path are considered to have minimal
complexity owing to the reduction of the OVR problem into a minimum-cost-path problem
and its implementation in dynamic programming.

The algorithmic solution implemented in dynamic programming was outlined thor-
oughly, enabling full reproducibility of the results simulated on the standard IEEE-123
distribution system for two target functions. The first step was to attain the nominal voltage,
achieving a result of 0.056 p.u. for the voltage deviation and the second step was CVR,
which resulted in a 0.17 p.u. voltage deviation. It can be seen that based on a tunable
penalty parameter, α, the number of tap operations can be reduced. The penalty can be
changed according to the operator’s preferences regarding the trade-off between voltage
optimality and load tap changer maintenance standards, while sustaining the grid-code
of acceptable range of voltage limits. Whereas dynamic programming is commonly used
for optimal operation strategies for grid-connected PV and battery systems [22], such as
the optimal scheduling of the battery state of charge [23], it has not been used yet as an
algorithmic approach for constraining load tap changer operations. For further valida-
tion of the performance results and the potential of the algorithm, a comparison with an
evolutionary-based algorithm was performed. The results show a significant improvement
in the voltage deviation by a factor of 3.5 as well as computation time acceleration of two or-
ders of magnitude. The voltage results in accordance with the power flow calculations were
simulated with OpenDSS software, providing a full solution to the power flow equations
with no relaxation or linearization, making the proposed approach applicable to radial as
well as meshed power grids.

The developed approach proposes a new algorithm by utilizing a reduction algorithm
and, for the first time, implementing the Maximum Principle in dynamic programming,
to produce efficient OVR software. The results achieve a cutting-edge performance in terms
of both the accuracy as well as the execution time (shorter by two orders of magnitude) com-
pared to existing state-of-the-art and commonly used evolutionary algorithm approaches.
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The proposed algorithm opens a new possibility for efficient smart grid OVR capabili-
ties, while not only limiting, but also minimizing, the wear-and-tear of distribution systems
in substations’ expensive equipment.
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